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Main objective:
We construct a theory of semi-classical gravity, i.e.
with:

quantum matter + classical space-time,
that avoids the inconsistencies of the standard
Schrödinger-Newton approach in the non-relativistic
limit.

Introduction

Classical gravity in a nutshell
Classical gravity has two distinct facets:
1 A curved space-time modifies the dynamics of

matter:
∂µ → Dµ

2 Matter curves space-time:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR ∝ Tµν

Semi-classical gravity in a nutshell?
Semi-classical gravity should work in the same way:
1 A curved space-time modifies the dynamics of

quantum matter:
∂µ → Dµ

2 Quantum matter curves space-time:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR

??∝ T̂µν
operator

The 1st step works, but the 2nd is problematic. It is un-
clear how matter sources curvature with “fuzzy” particles.
Standard approach The old choice, due to Møller and
Rosenfeld, is to take 〈·〉 to get operator→ scalar:

T̂µν(x) → 〈Ψ|T̂µν(x)|Ψ〉
Schrödinger Newton In the non-relativistic lim. and for 1
particle, this means the grav. field ϕ is sourced by ψ2:

∇2ϕ(x) = 4πGmψ2(x)
which gives the celebrated Schrödinger-Newton equation:

ih̄∂tψ = −
h̄2

2m
∇2ψ−Gm2

∫
d3y

ψ(y)2

|x− y|
ψ

which is manifestly non-linear.

Problems of the standard approach
Because of the deterministic non-linearity, this canonical
approach is ill-suited for a fundamental description of Na-
ture:

• The Born rule breaks down
• One can signal faster than light

1-particle self interaction

The Schrödinger-Newton equation implies that a single
particle self-interacts.

The two blobs of the wave
function attract each other.

But worse, even fully deco-
hered macroscopic superposi-
tions attract each other!

This phenomenon is often assumed to be a generic
property of semi-classical theories. Our construction
shows that this is not the case.

Q: What can play the role of a mass density without
breaking the linearity of the dynamics?
A: The signal from virtual detectors (weakly) measur-
ing the mass density in every point! → feedback

The theory
To construct our theory, we assume the fundamental equa-
tions of Nature are as if a regularized mass densityMσ(x)
were continuously measured in every point x of space:
dρt

dt
= −i[H, ρt]+

∫
dxγD[Mσ(x)]ρt+

√
γH[Mσ(x)]ρtw

x
t

Sourcing the gravitational field
We now take the mass density signal
S(x) to source the gravitational field
ϕ:

∇2ϕ(x) = 4πGm S(x)

which is formally equivalent to quan-
tum feedback.

Continuous measurement theory
The measurement of some observable O

–here typically the smeared mass density
M̂σ(x) in some point x– adds a stochas-
tic term to the evolution.
dρt

dt
= −i[H, ρt]+D[O](ρt)+H[O](ρt)wt

where wt is white noise in Itô convention
and:

• D[O](ρ) = OρO− {O2, ρ}

• H[O](ρ) = Oρ+ ρO− 2 tr(Oρ)ρ
The corresponding measurement signal verifies:

St = tr(Oρt) +
1

2
wt.

Formally, dynamical reduction models (like CSL) are
just continuous measurements of the mass density in
every point of space which is just what is needed.

Standard quantum feedback like computations give:
Final equation

dρ

dt
=− i[H+ V̂pair, ρ] + ID+ IC+GD+GN

with:
• Intrinsic decoherence

ID =
γ

4

∫
dxD[M̂σ(x)](ρ),

• Intrinsic collapse

IC =

√
γ

2

∫
dxH[M̂σ(x)](ρ)w(x),

• Gravitational decoherence

GD =
1

γ

∫
dxD[Φ̂(x)](ρ),

• Gravitational noise

GN =
1
√
γ
dxH[i Φ̂(x)](ρ)w(x),

the additional notation Φ̂(x) = −G
∫
dy M̂σ(y)

|x−y| , and:
• Pair potential

V̂pair = −
1

2
G

∫
dx
M̂σ(x)M̂σ(y)

|x− y|

which only gives rise to a constant self-interaction energy
and thus to no 1 particle self-interaction.

Predictions of the theory
1 No faster than light signalling
2 The Born rule holds
3 No one-particle self-interaction
4 Gravitational decoherence inversely proportional

to intrinsic decoherence → falsifiable (∀ param.)

Status of the “signal”: Is it “information” or real stuff?
It should be though of as a real stochastic field, the prim-
itive ontology of the theory, the tangible link between
space-time and quantum matter:

In Nature, there are no detectors but the fact that this
theory is formally equivalent to quantum measurement +
feedback insures that it is mathematically consistent.

Conclusion

There exists a class of alternatives to the Schrödinger-
Newton equation that have nicer fundamental properties.
These promising approaches still have to be confronted
with upcoming experiments and extended to relativist set-
tings.
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